The aim of this article is to study the role of piecewise implementation of Padé-Chebyshev type approximation in minimising Gibbs phenomena in approximating piecewise smooth functions. A piecewise Padé-Chebyshev type (PiPCT) algorithm is proposed and an L 1 -error estimate for at most continuous functions is obtained using a decay property of the Chebyshev coefficients. An advantage of the PiPCT approximation is that we do not need to have an a prior knowledge of the positions and the types of singularities present in the function. Further, an adaptive piecewise Padé-Chebyshev type (APiPCT) algorithm is proposed in order to get the essential accuracy with a relatively lower computational cost. Numerical experiments are performed to validate the algorithms. The numerical results are also found to be well in agreement with the theoretical results. Comparison results of the PiPCT approximation with the singular Padé-Chebyshev and the robust Padé-Chebyshev methods are also presented.
Introduction
Often in applications, we come across the problem of approximating a non-smooth function, for instance, while approximating the entorpy solution of a hyperbolic conservation law that involves shocks and rarefactions, and the compression of an image that 1 akansha@math.iitb.ac.in 2 baskar@math.iitb.ac.in involves edges. The main challenge in such an approximation problem is the occurrence of the well known Gibbs phenomena in the approximant near a singularity of the target function. The methods that are proven to have higher order of convergence for smooth target functions tend to have lower order of convergence near jump discontinuities (Gottlieb and Shu [19] ).
Nonlinear approximation methods are often preferred to linear approximation procedures in order to achieve convergence in a vicinity of singularities with a higher order of convergence (see DeVore [11] ). Multiresolution schemes have been developed based on the Harten's ENO procedure, where an appropriate set of nodes are chosen locally to minimize the effect of the singularity on the approximation (Arandiga et al. [1] ).
Other approach is to construct the approximation using a standard linear approximation and then use filters and mollifiers to reduce the Gibbs phenomena (see Tadmor [34] ).
By knowing some more information about the singularities of the target function, say the location and/or the nature of the singularity, one can develop efficient and accurate methods (see for instance, Gottlieb and Shu [18] , Driscoll and Fornberg [13] and Lipman and Levin [24] ).
Another nonlinear approach for approximating a piecewise smooth function is the rational approximation, in particular, the Padé approximation. The main advantage of rationalising a truncated series is to achieve a faster convergence in the case of approximating analytic functions (see Baker et al. [4, 5] ) when compare to a polynomial approximation. The advantage of rational approximation also lies in its property of auto error correction (see Litvinov [25] ), in which the error in all the intermediate steps is compensated at the final step of rationalisation. This is particularly useful for approximating piecewise smooth functions. Geer [15] used a truncated Fourier series expansion of a periodic even or odd piecewise smooth function to construct a Padé approximant, which has been further developed for a general function by Min et al. [28] . Hesthaven et al. [21] proposed a Padé-Legendre interpolation method to approximate a piecewise smooth function. Kaber and Maday [22] studied the convergence rate of a sequence of Padé-Chebyshev approximation for sign-function. These nonlinear methods minimise Gibbs phenomena significantly, however the convergence at the jump discontinuity is rather slow. In order to accelerate the convergence rate further, Driscoll and Fornberg [13] (also see Tampos et al. [35] ) developed a singular Padé approximation to a piecewise smooth function using finite series expansion coefficients or function values. By knowing the jump locations, this method captures the discontinuities of a piecewise smooth function very accurately. The methods mentioned above are global approximations. But in many applications (like in constructing numerical schemes for partial differential equations), it is desirable to have a local approximation technique that minimises the Gibbs phenomena without the explicit knowledge of the type, magnitude, and location of the singularities of the target function.
In this article, we are mainly concerned to have a local approximation technique based on the Padé-Chebychev type approximation that is suitable for approximating a piecewise smooth function. To this end, we propose a piecewise implementation of the Padé-Chebychev type approximation (denoted by PiPCT approximation) and demonstrate numerically that the proposed method captures the isolated singularities (including jump discontinuities) of a non-smooth function. For a given partition P N of an interval [a, b] consisting of N subintervals, and the degrees of the numerator and the denominator polynomials in each subinterval as N-dimensional vectors n p and n q , respectively, the PiPCT algorithm computes the Padé-Chebyshev approximation (of order [n j p /n j q ]) of the truncated Chebyshev series of a function f ∈ L 1 ([a, b]) in each subinterval I j , j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, of the given partition with Chebyshev coefficients being approximated with n quadrature points. We prove L 1 -convergence of the PiPCT approximation as N → ∞ under the assumption that in each subinterval, the function f (k−1) , for a given positive integer k, is absolutely continuous and f (k) is bounded. Further, we demonstrate numerically the convergence of the PiPCT approximation in a vicinity of jump discontinuity with a higher order of convergence. The key advantage of the PiPCT approximation is that it reduces Gibbs phenomena significantly without specifying the location of the jump discontinuity a priori. We compare the results of PiPCT with the singular Padé approximant [13] and the Robust Padé-Chebyshev approximant [17, 16] (both computed on the whole interval, referred as global approximation) and found that the PiPCT approximation captures the singularities sharply, which is in comparison with the singular Padé approximation.
Our numerical experiments show that the proposed PiPCT algorithm captures the jump discontinuities very sharply without the knowledge of the location of the jump.
Also, our theoretical study shows that we do not need a piecewise implementation of PCT approximation in the regions where the target function is more smoother. This motivates us to look for an adaptive algorithm which gives an optimal partition that is required to approximate the target function with accuracy as much as we obtain in the piecewise algorithm with uniform partition. This obviously needs the location of the singularities of the target function. Many work had been devoted in the literature to develop singularity indicator, see for instance, Banerjee and Geer [6] , Barkhudaryan et al. [7] , Eckhoff [14] , Kvernadze [23] . Using the result that the genuine poles appear near the singularities (Baker et al. [3] ), we identify the intervals where the denominator polynomial of the PCT approximation almost vanishes and define these intervals as bad-cells. We further refine the partition in an isotropic greedy manner (for details see chapter 3 of [12] ). This results in an adaptive piecewise Padé-Chebyshev type (APiPCT) algorithm, where the singularity regions are identified with a less additional computational cost.
The article is organised as follows: decay property of coefficients of the Chebyshev series expansion of a function is discussed in section 2. The PiPCT algorithm is developed in section 3, where a L 1 -error estimate and order of accuracy results for PiPCT approximant are also discussed. Numerical experiments to validate the PiPCT algorithm are present in section 4, where we compare the results of PiPCT algorithm with singular Padé and robust Padé-Chebyshev methods. Section 5 is devoted towards the proposed PiPCT based adaptive algorithm (APiPCT). Numerical evidence on the performance of APiPCT is presented in section 6. We also implemented the robust Padé-Chebyshev approximation in our adaptive algorithm (denoted by APiRPCT) and compared the results with APiPCT in this section. Finally, in section 7, we discuss numerically the presence of the Froissart doublets in the PiPCT approximation and their role in the accuracy of the approximant.
Chebyschev Approximation
For a given function f ∈ L 2 ω [−1, 1], with ω(x) = 1/ √ 1 − x 2 , the Chebyshev series representation of f is given by
where the prime in the summation indicates that the first term is halved, T k (x) denotes the Chebyshev polynomial of degree k, and c k , k = 0, 1, . . ., are the Chebyshev coefficients given by
Here, ·, · ω denotes the weighted L 2 -inner product.
The Chebyshev coefficients (2.2) are approximated using the Gauss Chebyshev quadrature formula (see [27, 32] ) given by
where the quadrature points t l , l = 1, 2, . . . , n are the Chebyshev points given by t l = cos (l + 0.5) π n , l = 1, 2, . . . , n.
(2.4)
We use the notation
for the truncated Chebyshev series up to degree d with approximated coefficients involving n quadrature points and the series is denoted by
The Chebyshev series representation of any function f ∈ L 2 ω [a, b] can be obtained using a change of variable
5)
A L 1 -error estimate in approximating f by C d,n [f ] can be obtained from the following decay estimates of the Chebyshev coefficients:
Theorem 2.1 (Majidian [26] ). For some integer k ≥ 0, let f (k−1) be an absolutely continuous function on the interval [a, b] and let f (k) be of bounded variation. If f (k)
6)
then the following inequalities hold:
1. If k = 2s for some integer s ≥ 0 (k is even)
2. If k = 2s + 1 for some integer s ≥ 0 (k is odd)
Note that, the estimates in the above theorem are not providing any interesting information for f being analytic and in that case we have the following well known decay estimate (see Rivlin [32] and also see Xiang et al. [37] ):
Theorem 2.2. Let f : [a, b] → R be a real analytic function and let f has an analytic extension in the ellipse C ρ with foci ±1 and the sum of major and minor axes equals ρ > 1. If |f (z)| ≤ C for z ∈ C ρ , then for each j ≥ 0
The required error estimate can now be proved using the above decay estimates of the Chebyshev coefficients:
Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 and for n − 1 ≥ k ≥ 1, we have
(2.9) 2. and for d = n + l, l > 0
. if k = 2s + 1.
(2.10)
Proof: Using the well-known result (see Rivlin [32] )
For d = n + l, l > 0, the right hand side of (2.11) can be rewritten as
Using the decay estimate from Therorem 2.1 and then using the telescopic property of the resulting series (see also Majidian [26] ), we can arrive at the required estimates.
Remark 2.1. From the above theorem, we see that for a fixed n (as in the hypothesis), the upper bound C d,n decreases for d = n − l and increases for d = n + l as l ∈ [0, n] increases, and attains its minimum at d = n, which gives the interpolating polynomial at Chebyshev nodes. Further, we see that C n−l−1,n = 3 2 C n+l,n , however computationally C n−l−1,n [f ] is more efficient than C n+l,n [f ]. A similar situation occurs in the case of Padé-Chebyshev type approximation as shown in subsection 3.1 and numerically shown in 5.3.
On similar lines, the error estimate in the case when f is analytic can be proved using Theorem 2.2 (also see Xiang et al. [37] ). Theorem 2.4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2, 1. for each n ≥ 0 and d = n − l, 0 ≤ l ≤ n, we have
2. and for each n ≥ 0 and d = n + l, l > 0, we have
(2.13) Also note that the hypotheses of the above theorems restrict us to use the error estimates
only for functions f that does not involve a jump discontinuity. For a discontinuous function, the Chebyshev approximant may develop Gibb's phenomena in a vicinity of the jump discontinuity. The Gibb's phenomena can be considerably reduced (although not fully removed) if we go for a rationalization of the Chebyshev approximant, for instance, the Padé-Chebyshev approximation.
Padé-Chebyshev type approximation
In this section, we recall the basic construction of the Padé-Chebyshev type approximation of a given function f ∈ L 2 w [−1, 1] and further propose a piecewise implementation of this approximation. For x ∈ [−1, 1], we use the notation
which is a complex power series defined on the unit circle centered at the origin in the complex plane whose coefficients are real and are given by (2.2) . It can be seen that the real part of this series is precisely the Chebyshev series given by (2.1).
For given non-negative integers n p ≥ n q ≥ 1, a rational function
with numerator polynomial P np (z) of degree ≤ n p and denominator polynomial Q nq (z) of degree ≤ n q with Q nq = 0 satisfying (see [8, 13, 35] )
is called a Padé approximant of C ∞ [f ](z) of order [n p /n q ]. Such a Padé approximation exists and the real part of the R np,nq (z) is an approximation of f (x), which is referred as a Padé-Chebyshev type (PCT) approximant of f (see [35] ).
The coefficients of the polynomial Q nq (z) are obtained as a solution of the Toeplitz system [13, 21, 35, 8 ]
In the matrix notation, we write the above system as
where A np,nq = (c i−k ), i = n p + 1, n p + 2 . . . , n p + n q , k = 0, 1, . . . , n q .
Once the coefficients of the denominator polynomial are known, the coefficients of the numerator polynomial P np (z) can be computed using the matrix vector multiplication
A unique PCT can be obtained if A np,nq is of full rank. A Padé-Chebyshev type approximation of f of order [n p /n q ] can be computed for the given set of Chebyshev coefficients {c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c np+nq }. Since these coefficients often cannot be obtained exactly, we use the approximated coefficients {c 0,n , c 1,n , . . . , c np+nq,n } obtained by the Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature formula (2.3) to compute PCT and denote it by R n np,nq .
Computing higher order PCT approximants using lower order PCT
This subsection presents an interesting property of R n np,nq (also see Cuyt and Wuytack [10] for a similar result) which motivated us in choosing a suitable degree of the numerator polynomial in subsection 5.3.
and consider the approximated Chebyshev series
Then for Padé approximations of order [(n − j − 1)/n q ] and [(n+j)/n q ], j = 0, 1, . . . , n−n q −1, the corresponding denominator coefficient vectors
where R nq+1 is the 'flip' matrix of size (n q + 1) × (n q + 1) with 1 on anti-diagonal and 0 everywhere else.
We use the following anti-symmetric property of the approximated Chebyshev series coefficients to prove Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.1. The approximated Chebyshev series coefficients (2.
3) of f using n quadrature points satisfy, for k = 1, 3, 5, . . ., c kn+j,n = −c kn−j,n , j = 1, 2, . . . , 2n, c kn,n = 0.
(3.20)
Proof: It is clear to see that c kn,n = 0, for k = 1, 3, 5, . . . . Now multiplying both sides by 2T j (t l ) and using the trigonometric identity
we obtain the required result.
Proof of Theorem 3.1: By the construction of the Padé-Chebyshev approximants of order [(n − j − 1)/n q ] and [n + j/n q ], for j = 0, 1, . . . , n − n q − 1, the denominator coefficient vectors q n−j−1 nq and q n+j nq can be computed by solving the linear systems
respectively. Using Lemma 3.1, we can write
A direct observation shows that by flipping rows and columns of the matrix A n−j−1,nq and then multiplying by -1 we obtain the right hand side matrix in the above representation.
Thus, we obtain
where R nq and R nq+1 are 'flip' matrices of size n q and n q + 1, respectively. Let x ∈ Proof: The proof follows from the fact that the vector q n nq becomes an eigenvector of the flip matrix R nq+1 .
Piecewise Implementation
Consider
and denote the partition as P N := {a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a N }.
For the given integers n and N, and (N − 1)-tiples n p = (n 0 p , . . . , n N −1 p ) and n q = (n 0 q , . . . , n N −1 q ), construct the PiPCT approximation of f as follows:
1. Generate n Chebyshev points {t l : l = 1, 2, · · · , n}, given by (2.4) , in the reference
2. For each j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, consider the bijection map G j : [−1, 1] → I j given by
Obtain the approximate Chebyshev coefficients in the j th cell, denoted by c j k,n , for k = 0, 1, · · · , n j p + n j q , using the Gauss Chebyshev quadrature formula (2.3) with the values of f evaluated at G j (t l ), l = 1, 2, · · · , n.
3. Define the piecewise Padé-Chebyshev type (PiPCT) approximation of f in the interval I with respect to the given partition as
Using Theorem 2.3 we can obtain an error bound for the PiPCT approximation. Then, for each fixed integer n − 1 ≥ k ≥ 1 and for n j p ≥ n j q ≥ 1, j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, the L 1 -order of convergence of PiPCT approximation is at least k + 1 as N → ∞.
where d j = n j p + n j q . From the construction of the Padé-Chebyshev type approximant we see that the second term in the above inequality vanishes and hence we have
Without loss of generality, let us take d = d j , for j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. Now using L 1 -error bound from Theorem 2.3 for truncated Chebyshev series approximation we have
(3.27) 2. and for d = n + l, l > 0,
Note that PiPCT involves two parameters, namely, the smoothness parameter k and the discretization parameter h. From the above estimates, we observe that the upper bound of the L 1 −error in PiPCT is smaller for a smoother function, and it tends to zero as h → 0. Therefore we can conclude that PiPCT algorithm is well suited for approximating a sufficiently smooth function. However, we do not have a theoretical justification for the accuracy of the algorithm in a vicinities of singularities of a piecewise smooth function.
Numerical Comparison
There are two tasks to be addressed numerically. One is to examine the performance of the PiPCT approximation proposed in the previous section and the other one is to study numeically the convergence rate of the proposed algorithm in order to show that the rate of convergence obtained theoretically in Theorem 3.1 is achieved numerically.
As a first task, we give numerical evidence that the proposed algorithm captures singularities (of all order) of a function without a visible Gibbs phenomena.
Example 4.1. Consider the piecewise smooth function
(4.29)
The function f involves a jump discontinuity at x = −0.4, whereas at x = 0.4 the function is continuous but not differentiable (referred in this article as point singularity) as shown in Figure 1(a) . We fix the number of quadrature points as n = 200 so that the error due to the quadrature formula is considerably reduced.
The purpose of this numerical experiment is to study the accuracy of the PiPCT approximant in terms of its parameters. The purpose is also to compare the performance of PiPCT with recently proposed global Padé-based algorithms for approximating functions with singularities, namely, the singular Padé-Chebyshev (SPC) (see Driscoll and Fornberg [13] , and Tampos et al. [35] ) and the robust Padé-Chebyshev type algorithms (RPCT) (see Gonnet [17, 16] ) and altogether with global PCT approximant.
The proposed PiPCT algorithm is performed to approximate the function f by taking the number of subintervals N = 512 and then fixing n = 200 and n j p = n j q = 20, for j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, in all the uniformly discretised subintervals of a partition. For all global algorithms we fixed the parameters as n p = 20 = n q , n = 512 × 200, and N = 1. We can see from Figure 1 (a) that in the smooth region these approximants are well in agreement with the exact function but in the vicinity of the singularities x = −0.4 and x = 0.4, SPC is able to capture the jump discontinuity but not point singularity (see the zoomed boxes). Also, it is clear form the figure that the RPCT and the global PCT approximants perform almost the same in a small vicinity of the singularities. From this figure, we can observe a significant role of piecewise implementation of the PCT approximation in capturing the singularities without knowing the location of the singularities a priori unlike in the case of SPC.
Numerical discussion as N varies: Figure 1(b) depicts the peaks of the pointwise error (as explained in Driscoll and Fornberg [13] ) for N = 2 k , k = 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9. Figure  1 Note that R 102400,1 (x) is a global approximation whereas the later one R 200,512 (x) is a piecewise approximation. In both the cases we have given the values of the function at 102400 points. In the case of the global approximant, these points are the Chebyshev points in the interval [−1, 1] and we can clearly observe an oscillation near the discontinuity as shown in the zoomed box of Figure 1 kind of behaviour is also observed in the vicinity of the point singularity at x = 0.4. Note that the error estimates obtained in Theorem 3.1 indeed shows that the sequence of piecewise approximants converges for functions that are at least continuous. Though we do not have a theorem that gives convergence for functions involving jump discontinuities, the piecewise approximant in this example captures the singularities accurately including the jump discontinuity at x = −0.4. Moreover, it is evident from Figure 1(b) and (c) that the sequence of piecewise approximants (in this example) tends to converge to the exact function as N → ∞. Table 1 compares the L 1 -error and the numerical order of accuracy of the piecewise Chebyshev and the PiPCT approximants in the interval [0. 2, 1] where the function f has a point singularity at x = 0.4. Here, we can see the obvious advantage of using Padé-Chebyshev type approximation when compared to the Chebyshev approximation. Also, we observe that the numerical order of convergence is well in agreement with the Numerical discussion as n p (= n q ) varies: Let us take n j p = n j q = n p , j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, and study the numerical convergence of the sequence of PiPCT approximantions R n,N np,np of the function f, given by (4.29), as n p varies. In order to have a clear advantage of using the piecewise approximation, we also study numerically the convergence of the global Padé-Chebyshev type approximantions R n×N,1 np,np . The peaks of the pointwise errors |f (x) − R n×N,1 np,np (x)| and |f (x) − R n,N np,np (x)| are depicted in Figures 2 (a) and (b), respectively. Here we have taken n = 200, N = 512 (therefore, in both the cases, we use the function values at 102400 grid points) and varied n p = 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32. We clearly observe that the pointwise error in the global implementation of the Padé-Chebyshev type approximation does not seems to be converging at the jump discontinuity (at x = −0.4) as n p increases and the convergence is slow at the point singularity at x = 0.4. This behaviour is more apparent in Figure 2 (c). On the other hand, from Figure 2 (b) and (c), we see that the convergence in the piecewise approximation is significantly faster both at the jump discontinuity and at the point singularity as n p increases.
In the above example we have seen that the numerical order of convergence is well in agreement with the theoretical result given in (3.27) when k = 1 (i.e. when k is odd).
In the following example, we show that this result also holds numerically for k = 2. 
An Adaptive Algorithm
In section 4, we demonstrated numerically the performance of the PiPCT approximation in capturing singularities of a function accurately. However, the numerical results depicted in Figure 1 suggests that we need a sufficiently finer discretization to get a good accuracy in a vicinity of the singularities. Such a finer discretization is not needed in the regions where the function is relatively smoother. This can also be observed in the error estimates (3.27)- (3.28) . This motivates us to look for an adaptive implementation of the PiPCT algorithm suggested in subsection 3.2.
The main idea of our adaptive algorithm is to identify the subintervals (referred as badcells) where the function has a singularity and then bisect the subinterval. Therefore, Table 2 : The L 1 -error and the numerical order of accuracy of the piecewise Chebyshev and the PiPCT approximants for the function given in Example 4.2, as N varies. We have taken n p = n q = 2 in all the subintervals and n = 200.
N
Piecewise Chebyshev Piecewise Padé-Chebyshev L 1 -error order L 1 -error order 2 0.00000000000001916544 -0.00000000000002741904 -4 0.00000000000000282010 3.751452 0.00000000000000335724 4.111221 8 0.00000000000000028910 3.875159 0.00000000000000031289 4.037213 16 0.00000000000000003397 3.366981 0.00000000000000003508 3.440576 as a first step, we need a strategy to identify the badcells.
Singularity Indicator
In general rational (Padé) approximations are better than (see for instance, [22, 2] ) the polynomial approximations in the case of approximating non-smooth functions. A natural concern about Padé approximations is the poles of the approximant. It may happen that the approximant has poles at places where the function has no singularities.
Such poles are often referred as the spurious poles (for precise definition see [33] ). In addition to such spurious poles, the Padé-Chebyshev type approximants develop poles in a sufficiently small neighborhood of a singularity of the function (Baker et al. [3] ). Poles are intractable on a computer because of the presence of round-off error. Nevertheless, we have observed numerically the following result: 1] , which is at most continuous, with an isolated singularity at x 0 ∈ [−1, 1]. For a given ǫ > 0, there exists an integer n p 0 > 0, such that |Q np (z)| < ǫ, for all n p ≥ n p 0 , (5.30) whenever |x 0 − Re(z)| < δ, for some δ = δ(n p , ǫ) > 0. Here, Q np (z) (for all z ∈ C such that |z| = 1) is the denominator polynomial in the Padé-Chebyshev type approximation R np,np of f .
We illustrate this result in the following numerical example.
Example 5.1. Consider the piecewise smooth function f given by (4.29), where the function has a jump discontinuity at x = −0.4 and a point singularity at x = 0.4. Figure  3 (a) depicts the points (in red 'o' symbol) at which |Q 20 (z)| ≤ 10 −2 . We observe that the real part of these points are accumulated in neighborhoods of the points x = −0.4 and x = 0.4. Further, Figure 3 (b) depicts the graph whose x-coordinate represents different values of ǫ and the y-coordinate is taken to be the corresponding values of n p 0 , which are the minimum values of the degree of the denominator polynomial Q np , for which the condition (5.30) holds numerically. Based on the above numerical observation, we define a notion of badcells in a given partition as follows:
and let P N be a given partition. For a given ǫ > 0 and an integer m > 0, a subinterval I j = [a j , b j ] with a j , b j ∈ P N is said to be an ǫ-badcell if |Q m (z)| < ǫ for some z ∈ C on the unit circle with Re(z) ∈ G −1 j (I j ).
Generation of an Adaptive Partition
In this subsection, we propose an algorithm to generate a partition which consists of finer discretisation in a vicinity of singularities.
Consider a function f ∈ L 1 [a, b]. Choose an ǫ > 0 sufficiently small, a tolerance parameter τ > 0, a positive integers n sufficiently large, and m(≪ n/2) sufficiently small with n p = n q = (m, m).
Let us take N 0 = 2, a 0 = a and b 0 = b. Let I Perform the following steps for j = 0, 1, 2, · · · :
1. Obtain the denominator polynomials, denoted by Q m,k (z), k = 0, 1, of the Padé-Chebyshev type approximant of the function f for the interval I k is detected as an ǫ-badcell, then bisect this subinterval and add the end points to the partition P b N j+1 , referred as the badcells partition. 4. Define the new partition P N j+1 = P N j ∪ P b N j+1 and denote the subintervals of these partition as I (j+1) k , for k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N j+1 − 1.
5. Let l * := min{|I (j+1) k | | k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N j+1 − 1}. If l * < τ, then stop the iteration.
Otherwise, repeat the above process for those intervals I (j) k which are identified as ǫ-badcells.
The final outcome of the above process is the required adaptive partition, which we denote by P * N J .
Degree Adaptation
The adaptive partition proposed above is expected to give an efficient way of obtaining the PiPCT approximation of a function f ∈ L 1 ω [a, b] with isolated singularities. In the construction of the adaptive partition, we have fixed n p and n q to be equal and equal in all the subintervals of the partition. The numerical results depicted in Figure 2(c) suggests that a more accurate approximation may also be obtained by choosing higher degrees for the numerator and denominator polynomials in the ǫ-badcells of the partition P * N J . However, the error bounds (3.27)-(3.28) clearly shows that this is not the case in the region where the function is sufficiently smooth. More precisely, we see from (3.27) that the upper bound decreases as d increases with d < n, whereas the inequality (3.28) shows the opposite behaviour of the upper bound when d > n. This suggests us to choose m < n/2 sufficiently small in the smooth regions.
In this subsection, we propose a better choice of the degree of the numerator polynomial in the ǫ-badcells. From Proposition 3.1, we see that the coefficient vector q of the denominator polynomial of R m,m is the flip vector of the denominator polynomial of R 2n−m−1,m for a given m < n − 1. Since the coefficient vector p of the numerator polynomial of a Padé-Chebyshev type approximant is computed using q, we expect that the errors involved in approximating f in a ǫ-badcell by R m,m and R 2n−m−1,m are almost the same. In particular, this result has been verified numerically for the function f given by (4.29) when m is sufficiently smaller than n − 1 and is shown in Figure 4 . This figure suggests that the error attains its minimum when n p = n in this example.
Based on the above numerical observation, we suggest the following choice of the polynomial degrees in the adaptive partition obtained using the algorithm explained in subsection 5.2.
Choice of polynomial degrees in the adaptive algorithm:
For a given number of quadrature points n, choose m ≪ n/2. Set n p = n and n q = m in all ǫ-badcells of the adaptive partition P * N J and set n p = n q = m for other cells of Three points lying on a graph (shown in symbol) corresponds to the case when (from left to right) n p = n q , n p = n, and n p = 2n − n q − 1, respectively. the partition. We call the resulting algorithm as adaptive piecewise Padé-Chebyshev type (APiPCT) algorithm.
Numerical Experiment
To validate the APiPCT algorithm, we compute the PiPCT approximant of the function f given by (4.29) using both PiPCT and APiPCT algorithms. In Figure 5 (a), we compare the approximants from both the algorithms. Here, we choose n = 100, m = 20, and N = 512. For the APiPCT algorithm, we choose ǫ = 10 −2 and τ = (b − a)/N = 1/256. With these parameters, the adaptive algorithm takes 18 cells as depicted by '*' symbol in Figure 5 (a). Figure 5 (b) depicts the corresponding pointwise errors. Here, we clearly observe that the error in the badcells are significantly reduced in the APiPCT algorithm when compared to that of PiPCT. This improvement is mainly because of the choice of numerator polynomial degree n p = n in the ǫ-badcells.
We are also interested in studying the performance of the robust Padé-Chebyshev (RPCT) method of Gonnet et al. [16] in the adaptive piecewise algorithm developed in the above section. Observe that without any further modification, we can replace the PCT method by the RPCT method in the adaptive algorithm. We denote the adaptive piecewise RPCT algorithm by APiRPCT method. We observe that APiRPCT method also captures the singularities as sharply as APiPCT algorithm. Depicts the comparison of the pointwise error of the approximants using the two algorithms for N = 512, n = 100, and for numerator and denominator degrees n p = n q = 20 for the function f (t) given by (4.29). singularity), respectively, for N = 104, 208, 312, 416. We can clearly see the performance of the three methods (PiPCT, APiPCT, and APiRPCT) near a singularity and the power of choosing degrees of numerator and denominator adaptively. Here, we understand that for a given n q , setting n p = n in the adaptive methods decreases the maximum error in an ǫ-badcell more rapidly than in PiPCT as N increases.
We also observe from Figure 6 (a) and (b) that the maximum error in APiPCT decreases more rapidly than the APiRPCT method. This is because the RPCT method calculates the rank of the Toeplitz matrix (using singular value decomposition) and reduces the numerator and denominator degrees diagonally to reach to the final position (correspond to the minimum degree denominator) in upper left corner of a square block of the Padé table (for block structure details see Gragg [20] and Trefethen [36] ). Thus, in the process of minimising the occurrence of spurious pole-zero pair, the RPCT method decreases the denominator degree and therefore reduces the accuracy (as already been mentioned in Gonnet et al. [16] ).
Finally, to study the efficiency of the adaptive piecewise algorithm, we compare the time taken by PiPCT, APiPCT, and APiRPCT algorithms to approximate the function Figure 7 : Comparison between the time taken by the PiPCT, the APiPCT and the APiRPCT algorithms to compute the approximants of the function f (t) given by (4.29) , where N = 104, 208, 312, 416, and the numerator and the denominator degrees as n p = n q = 20.
Comments on Froissart Doublets
From theoretical point of view, it is known that (see for instance Baker and Peter [2] ) a Padé approximation accelerate the convergence of a truncated series. It can be used as a noise filter in signal processing. It significantly reduce the effect of Gibbs oscillations but not able to eliminate it completely. Apart from these (theoretical) properties of a Padé (rational) approximation, there are difficulties in elucidating the approximation power of these approximants correctly. It is mainly because of the random occurrence of the poles of the PCT approximant in the complex plane. In the case of a real valued function if these poles are sufficiently away from the unit circle then it may not effect the approximation. The main problem occurs when an approximant has a pole at the place where function has no singularities and in such cases one can not expect an accurate results (near the pole). These poles are referred as spurious poles. Baker et al. in [3] shows that spurious poles are isolated and always accompanied with a zero. The mentioned spurious pole-zero pair is also known as Froissart doublets. The occurrence of Froissart doublets is a fundamental mathematical issue, these are the difficulties in establishing convergence theorems of Padé approximants of order [n p /n p ], which cannot be achieved without a restriction of convergence in measure or capacity and not uniform convergence [31, 30] . On a computer in floating point arithmetic they even arise more often and known as numerical Froissart doublets (see Nakatsukasa et al. [29] ).
There are at least two methods to recognize numerical Froissart doublets. In [16, 17, 29], authors proposed a method to recognize those doublets by seeing the absolute value of their residual. Another method to recognize the spurious pole-zero pair is by seeing the distance between the two [9] . In this section, we use the residual method to recognise the spurious poles. which shows that the APiPCT is not free from Froissart doublets. We further observe that the number of spurious pole-zero pair increases as n p = n q increases, along with the increase in the accuracy. Also, we observe from second row of Figure 8 that the RPCT is free from spurious poles, with a compromise in accuracy. This is clearly because the RPCT method eliminates spurious poles (in this example) by reducing the degrees of the numerator and the denominator polynomials. A comparison study is performed where the numerical results of PiPCT is compared with some recently developed similar methods like the singular Padé-Chebyshev method and the robust Padé-Chebyshev method.
Conclusion

